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IWROVEKNTS IN THE ENER9Y RESOLUTI~ @ND

HI&+COUNT-R&TE PERFORHfWCE OF BISMUTH *RWWTE

Paul E. KOEHLER, Staph@n Q. UENIIER ●nd Jon S. KRWSTINSKY

Los Rlamos National Laboratory

Los Q lames, NM 87545, US(I

fibstract : Several met hods for improving the ●nergy resolution of

bismuth germanate (BGO) have been investigated. It is shown that some of

these methods resulted in a substantial improvement in the energy

resolution. In addition, a method to improve the performance of BGC) ●t

high counting rates has been systemati~ally studied. The results of this

study are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction Scintiliator% made of bismuth germanate (EGO) offer

an attractive alternative to sodium iodide (NaI) In many applications in

nuclear physics and related fields for sewral reasons. For ●xample, for a

g i ven absolute efficiency for detecting gamma-rays, EN30 scintillators are

smallar in size and less sensitive to neutrons [11. In ●ddition, B(3O is

much more rugged than NaI, EGO is not hygromcopic and sufferu from less

afterglow than NaI. However, ● problem with 9(30 is its relatively poor

enmrgy , r-solution. It has been demonstrated that the poor ●nergy

resolution of B(3O is largely the result of its low light output [2-71.
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Several methods have been demonstrated or suggested for increasing the

1, uht out put of BGO. These Include coollng the sclntl]lator [8,91, using

various surface Preparations [10-121, and the use of specially designed

shapes [7,10,111. Q lzrn;tatlon of previous COOllng studies 1$ that they

either do not address the effect of the increase in llght outDut on ●nergy

resolut lonq or were performed wltm sclntlliators too small to be USQfUl In

most experiments Whldl d.2tQct mecl 1 um- to nigh-energy gamma-rays. also,

many of the ot ner p-ev-~us Stud les lnvolvlng surface preparations and

different crystal geometl-les nave been llmlted to Monte Carlo comciuter

slmulatlcns. In the Dresent work, the three methods for lmtlrovlng th~

1 lght out our of 6GLl mentioned above were Studied for their effect on the

energy resolution @f BGO, Furthermore, most of the measurements were

perfc~med usin~ large (7.6 cm lr, height and dlameterl B(3O crystals in ●n

arrangement uh 1ch 1s directly applicable in ●ctual ●xperiments. The

results of these studies ● re presentea in section ~ below.

Cl secona problem with BGO l% lts rnlatlvely long fluorescence decay

t line. This property can lead to ~!n~cc~ptable W!IOuntS of pulse PlleuD

distortion uroder condltlonz of moderate to high counting rat ● s.

Furthermore, the combination of 1Ow light out put aria long decay time

rmders DlleUD reJectlon clrcu~t~ for EGO much les~ efflclent than IS

possible wltn other sclntlllators. Oatlng the omJtPut of EGO to a short

time can lemsen rount rata ●ffects by r@duClnQ the time over which the

mystem is ●ensltive to pileup. Unfortunately, thim ●lso worser~s the ●nergy

resolution. Ir the Dresmnt wor~, the degradation in ●nergy resolution was

measurea ● s a fun~tlan Of Qate time ●t several temperatures. The r-suits
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are d~scuss=d in smction 3 below.

em Improving tho .nsrgy resolution of M

2.1. Cooling BGO

The change in the 11 ght Out Du: and the decay time Of EGO with

temperature 1s well known frorr. Drevlous StuCIle6 [8.%131. In gen~ral. both

the 11 gilt out put and the decay time increase ● s the temperature of the

sclntlllator 1s 10M?t%?d. HOwever, the change In ●nergy resolution with

temperature has been stuclled very llttle, ●nd only for very small

sclntlllators. In the present nork, the fluorescence decay constant, llght

out Put ana energy resolution of several cylindrical dGO sclntl!lators (7.6

cm in height and diameter) have been measured as ● functlor, Of temperature

between +24 C ●nd -20 C. The three gamma-rays resultlng from ~Na ●nd 54Mn

sources (QI.511, 0.834 ●nd 1.2-?* MeVJ were used for the meamm!ments. In

tnls work only the EGO crystal was cooled alreCtly. Except for tha contact

bet weefi the cooled EGO ●nd the PMT. the PMT remained &t room temwrature.

This was done in an effort to keep gain ●nd resolution changes due to the

PMT to a minimum. as ● further ●id in ●scertaining the ●ffects of changes

due to the PMT, llght from ● llght-emlttlng diode (LED) w~s input to the

PMT ag well as into a PIN Dhotodlode. The Dhotoillode outDut 1s stable with

t irne ●nd temperature. In this way, the measured llght output ●nd energy

resolution cou!d be corrected for cnanges due to thm PMT. In ●nticipation

of using thm system for htgh-count-rat- Sltuatlons, the fa8t (mode) output

of the PMT was used in ●ll the tmmts to be described below.
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In general, the variations in th~ light output and decay constant with

temperature measured in the present work are in yood agreement with the

previous measurements of ref. [91 but substantially different than those “

reported in refs. [8, 131. Melcher et al [91 attribute these differences to

variations in crystal quality.

The results for the energy resolution are displayed In figure 1. The

full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) resolutions were determined by fitting

the data to the sum of a Gaussian plus exponential background. Referred to

the highest-temperature point, the energy resolution improved by 0.5%/oC in

a fairly linear fashion over the range studied. Overall, the energy

resolut~on Improved by approximately twenty percent.

It has been shown In several prsvious studies [2-71 that the energy

resolution Of BGO 1S inversly proportional to the square root of tne

gamma-ray energy (or the light output). In figure 2, the energy resolution

measured for the 0.834 MeV gamma-ray at several temperatures is plotted

versus the reciprocal of the square root of the llght output. The sc,lid

line in figure 2 shows the expected rate of improvement in the energy

resolution with temperature based upon the t’esolution and light output ●t

room temperature. It can be seen that the measured vate of Improvement in

the energy resolution is less than the expected value, This i% probably an

indication that thermal gardients exist In the RGO crystal at the lower

tomperatur~s causing ● worsening of the energy rcniolution.

2.2. Effects of tho surface properties of the scintlllatm” on the

●nergy resolution
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It has been shown previously [12] that the light output from B(3CI can

k improved by either polishing or roughening the sides of the

scintillator. The choice of surface treatment depends on the geometry of

the crystsl. For scintillators havinq widths equal to their lengths, it

has been shown [121 that the light output is greater if the scintillator

sidas which are not coupled to the PMT are finlshec! rough rather than being

polished. This result was verified for several scintll!ator~ tezted in the

present work. In addition, it was discovered that the light output also

increases, and the energy resolution improves, when the face c,f the EGO

crystal coupled to the PMT 1s roughened Instead of being pcl!ished. This

increase in llght output occurs regardless of whether the ot~er sides of

the scintillator are polished or rough. Furthernlore, the amount of

increase in light output is dependent on the degree of roughness. Of the

three di’ferent sizes of abrasives (S urn, 25 um and 34 urn) that were used

to roughar, the face of the scintillator coupled to the PMT, the 23 urn size

gave the best result. The improvement in the energy resolution for each

scintillator was between six and ten percent.

2.3. The use of different scintillator shapes

(h the basis of Monte Car’lo simulations many authors have suggested

that th~ light output of MO might be Increased by using scintillator

shapes ot her than the iJsual cylindrical or rectangular geometrie~;

c7,10,111. To the authors! knowledge, none Of these suggested alternative
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geometries have been tested experimentally in terms of their effect on the

energy resolution of BGO. In a previous paper, Wender [7: suggested that

the light output from BGO could be almost doubled by forming the coupling

face of the BGO into a spherical lens with a radius of curvature eaual to

one half the length of the scintlllator. This idea was tested

experimentally in tt~e present work.

Q spherical lens hav

one face of each of two d

circular cyllnders (2. 54

..27 cm was cut iPtQng a radius of curvature of ~

fferent BG@ c!-ys’Ld~s which were origlnal:y r~~ht

cm In height and diameter). One was fc,rmed

concave, the other convex. The lens side of each scint~llator was coupled

to a PMT via a plastic Ilght guide. The energy resmlutlon fc,r the 661 keV

ga~a-ray from 137C= was measured &fore and after ttie lenses we)-e CUt into

the BGO crystals. Unfortunately, an equipment failure made it impossible

to compare the light output before and after the lenses were cut into the

crystals. In both cases the energy resolutlorr worsened from about !3.7%

before the lenses were cut to about 16.2% after. The energy resoiutic,n was

also measured with the lens face opposite the PMT. In this configuratlcrr,

the energy resolution was about 17.9% for the conve:< EGO ●nd 13.5% for the

concave BGO. Rlso, for the convex B(XI, there was ● promlnant, loncj tai! m

the high-energy side of the peak indicating that with the lens shape the

response of the scintillator was not uniform throughout lts volume. Hence,

even though this technique may have led to an increase in light output, the

●nergy resolution was degraded. It would be interesting to 10*,! ~ hw the

energy resolution is affected by the other’ geometries which have been

predlct~d to increase the light output of BGO.
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3. Improvins tho porformam o“ BOO ●t high counting rates

6at ing the out put from B(3O to ● short t lme can lessen count-rate

effects by reducing the tiue over which the measurement system is sensitive

to pileup. Unfortunately, this also worsens the energy resolution. TCI

ascertain the trade offs between the need for gc@d resolution and the

effects of pileup distortion, the degradation In resolution as a

of gaze time was studied at several temperatures. The results are

figures 3 and 4.

function

shown In

flssumlng that the llght output due to the long decay constant c~f EGO

1s the only important contrlbut ~on, the llght output can be urltten as

l-= ~+ #’&tI = ~1 (l,.e-tl~) .
0

Here, t is the gate time, T the decay
o

constant and 10 the light intensity ●t t=O. also, from arguments based on

photoelectron statistics, It 1s WP@CtQd that the energv resolution should

be inversely proportional to the square root of the light output. Fence,

It is expected that the energy resolut~on should be proportional tco

~-e-t/T , In figure 3, It can be seen that this ●xpectation 1s verified

o
by the measurements made in the present work.

In figure 4, the ●verage of the energy resolution for the two

gamma-rays from 6@Co is plotted vers~~ the gate time ●t severa 1

tewpevatur~s. Uhile the reso)utlon 1s best for the coolest t~perature at

the longer gate tire, tha curves for ths diffmrwnt teniperatures do not

converg- ●s ●xpected ●t short gate times, but ●ctually Inter%ect. This is

because the resolution did not i ❑prov- ●s quici.ly with temperature ● s
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expected from a measureaxmt of the llght out Dut alone as discussed In

section 2.1. Thus, even though the resolution as a function of gate time

behaves ●s expected for a given gamma-ray energy and tenmerature, the

resolution ve~ WJS qate time datai for the Iwer temperatures ar~ greater

than expected from a measurement of the light output alone. Hence, at some

short gate time the curves for the different temperatures actually crc~ss

one andhet’ ;,nstead of c,wnverging. 1: IS bellevec! that tenoe’-ature

grad~ents = cooled EIGO, which is In contact with the roc.m-temperature

P?4T cause the resolution to be worse than ex~ected at t he ! ower

temperatures. (J new appuratus lri which both the BGCI and PMT at-e <uoled lS

currently be~ng designed to c,vercome these cw-oblems.

4. Conclusions

Severs 1 met hods for :mprov~ng the energy resolution of EIGC have been

Investigated. It has been shown that some c,f these methods resulted ]r, a

substantial Improvement In the energy resolut Ion. Cllternatlvely, cne

rethod nh 1ch was predicted to increase the Ilght output of BGO actua::y

resulted in poorer energy resolution. Rlso, a method tci ~marove t~e

performance of BGO at high counting rates has been systematically stud~ecl.

The results of this ~tudy were presented and discussed.

The ●uthors wi=h to thank Dr. 1?. Klebesadel for the loan of some of

thw photomultiplier tubes used in the tests reported here.
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F iguro Capt ions

1 ) The demndence of the energy resol ut Ion of WC on the temoe>-at ure of

the Sclntlliator.

i?) The variation in the merqy resolution of W(J as a funct~on of the

reciprocal of t?w? square root of the light ou~put. The solid llne shcws

the exmted behavior from simple arguments based on photoelectron

statistics.

3) The var~atlon In the energy resolution of PGo as a function of the

reciprocal of the sQuare root cf the llght output c~l;ectec n:thln a gltierl

gate time. The measur~nts shoun are for three gamma-ray energies at

rcom temperature.

4) The dependence of the energy resolution of WIJ on the gate time dur:nq
uhlch the light output was accepted. The average of the energy resoll~tlon
for the two gamma-rays from -o (1.173 and 1.332 FeV) IS shown at

three different temperatures. The llnes between the data points have been

drawn to guide th~ eye.
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